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Home Edition (discontinued until release of new version)
DVS PACK MK2
DVS PRO PACK MK2
U46MK2
Vestax VCI-100 MixVibes Edition + PRO 6 DJ Software
DVS PRO
DVS
PRO UPGRADE
Black/ Orange/ White/ Transparent V2B Control Vinyl
Control CD

MixVibes
Software Versions

Feature / Software
Advanced media management
Auto BPM counter
FireWire, PCI, USB or PC/MCIA soundcard supported
Loops
Autogain
Windows 2000/XP/Vista
Mix recording
Skinable interface
iTunes compatible
Free updates
3 Virtual decks at least
Multi-channel, Multi-audio, ASIO or Kernell
MIDI control
Plug & play U46MK2 automatic setup
Low latency time
Needle Drop
Master Tempo
Master tempo on vinyl
Effects / filter
VST plug-ins
Video compatible
16 pad integrated sampler
Internet radio broadcast
4 turntable connection
Control vinyl records included
Control HD CD included

HOME
EDITION

3DEX (sold
with hardware
only)

DVS

PRO
UPGRADE

DVS PRO

Have you ever hosted a party at home?

You are not a professional DJ but would like to
entertain your friends with a professional tool
and DJ tricks? MixVibes HOME Edition is the very
first DJ Software that allows you to mix your
media files easily.

DISCONTINUED
UNTIL RELEASE OF
NEW VERSION

Compatible with mp3, Audio CDs, wav, ogg vorbis
and Itunes® library, mixing your favourite songs
has never been that easy!

MixVibes HOME Edition includes all the DJ tools you need:
Pitch/ Master tempo:
Rescale the BPM (Beat Per Minute) pr your song in one click to synchronise it with the other player. The
Master Tempo feature will increase/ decrease the speed or your song without changing the tune of the
leading frequency (singer voice for instance).
Cue point, location and loops:
A very precise CUE Point allows you to set the beginning of your mix for a better transition. It will help
you preview the synchronisation before spinning the sound to the audience.
Loops are the funniest way to give your songs some originality. Chop up the loops or sounds like a pro by
using the auto-loop mode to send a perfect loop (4, 8, 16 beats…).
Advanced playlist management:
Whether you want to play Rock, RnB, Techno or Soul, MixVibes helps you classify your songs by genre in
a very easy way. Your media can indeed be displayed by genre, BPM, author, year, length, …
Thanks to MixVibes HOME’s advanced media management , you can even import your iTunes® playlists
and keep the classification as you made it in your iTunes® browser.

USB Audio interface included!
Along with the software, a USB 2.0 High-Fidelity soundcard is included.
This interface provides an extra separate output, allowing you to
monitor your mix through headphones and execute perfect transitions
between your songs, just like real DJs.
With MixVibes HOME Edition, get the party started!

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

The MixVibes’ DVS PACK MK2 brings the best of MixVibes together by combining the DVS technology (Digital Vinyl Software)
– which allows a real time mix feel of your digital media files on vinyl or CD decks – with the new U46MK2 sound interface.
This bundle is the perfect solution for Deejays who wish to scratch or beatmatch there digital files without loosing the
genuine vinyl/CD feel. It offers an outstanding soundquality and the best latency performances on the market.

MixVibes DVS:
Scratch, Needle Drop, Master Tempo(+-100%)/ Pitch Shifting (+-24%)/ Speed (+-100%), Waveform Display, Auto BPM
Counting, Seamless Loops, effects, Auto Beat Matching, Vinyl Effects
High-Quality Vinyl Sound
Low Latency : 3 ms with ASIO
Real Vinyl/CD Feel
Many audio formats supported: Wav, Mp3, Wma, Ogg Vorbis, Audio Cd ...

The MixVibes U46MK2 is an ideal sound interface for both DJs and musicians. Connected to your laptop or desktop
computer via USB, this 4-in/6-out multi-channel audio interface also offers a separate Mix output. 2 Phono inputs make it a
perfect portable solution for digital DJs, compatible with major DJ software applications.
Soundcard Technical specifications:
4 ins/ 6 outs multi purpose USB sound interface
2 Phono inputs 4 Line inputs
Microphone input with gain control (with +48V Phantom Power)
Direct Instrument input with gain control (Hi-Z)
6 analog outputs and a seperate Mix output
Headphone output with gain control
Full Duplex 4 inputs recording / 6 output playback
WDM, MME, ASIO
‘Ultimate Audio Tools Software’ bundle with a full MixVibes 3DEX
Compatible with Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista and Mac OS X (soundcard only)

The bundle contains:
The MixVibes DVS Software (free Updates!)
The U46MK2 Interface
3 timecoded Vinyls
2 timecoded CDs
A pack of Connector Cables

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

MixVibes DVS Pro is an incredible DJ Software offering all the latest creative DJing features .
Scratch, Mix, Beat match your audio and video files with a state-of-the-art precision and sound quality and enjoy an exclusive range of creative tools,
among others its 16-Pattern Sampler, VST adjustable effects and the impressive VIDEO feature.
The three outputs of the U46MK2 Soundcard allow you play through 2 virtual players while using the third output for the integrated sampler.
Based on MixVibes’ DVS technology (Digital Vinyl System), The MixVibes DVS PRO PACK MK2 supplies you with the best sound quality and real-time
vinyl or CD touch and feeling!

VST Effects :
- adjustable effects
- 25 effects included
- Up to 6 effects at the
same time
- 3 shortcuts on the
player

VIDEO FEATURE
- Live Video mix
- High quality
- Blend 2 players
together
- Blending effects
- Many formats
compatible

Impressive 16-pattern sampler:
- Send from player or upload
new sample
- Play/repeat/mute samples
- Manage volume level and
frequencies for each
sample
- Plug it to the third output of
your U46MK2
A multitude of channels
- up to 16 players at the
same time
- 4 players to be controlled
by turntables / CD players
- Add further players during
your mix

DVS POWERED:
Scratch, Needle Drop, Master
Tempo, Waveform Display,
Auto BPM Counting,
Seamless Loops, Auto Beat
Matching, Vinyl Effects

2 vinyl Modes:
Absolute : Identical to normal
vinyl records,
Relative : The playback
doesn’t depend on the
position in the vinyl
Open to every midi controller
(DJ Consoles, Sampler pads,
…) and to any soundcard

The MixVibes U46MK2 is an ideal sound interface for both DJs and musicians, compatible with
major DJ and Audio software applications.
U46MK2 Technical specifications:
4 ins/ 6 outs multi purpose USB sound interface
2 Phono inputs 4 Line inputs
Microphone input with gain control (with +48V Phantom Power)
Direct Instrument input with gain control (Hi-Z)
6 analogue outputs and a separate Mix output
Headphone output with gain control
Full Duplex 4 inputs recording / 6 output playback
WDM, MME, ASIO
‘Ultimate Audio Tools Software’ bundle with a full MixVibes 3DEX
Compatible with Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista and Mac OS X
In the box
1 U46MK2 Soundcard
The MixVibes DVS PRO Software
5 time coded Vinyls
2 time coded CD´s
A pack of connector Cables

Further Information : www.mixvibes.com

The MixVibes U46MK2 is an ideal recording interface for both DJs and musicians. Connected to your laptop or desktop
computer via USB, this 4-in/6-out multi-channel audio interface also offers a separate Mix output. 2 Phono inputs make it a
perfect portable solution for digital DJs, compatible with major DJ software applications and Music production software.
A full version of MixVibes 3DEX Software is included in the package.
U46MK2 Sound Interface
INPUTS:
The 4 inputs of the U46MK2 allow a flexible range of
recording set ups for your studio or DJ requirements:
2 Phono inputs (Stereo)
2 Line inputs (Stereo)
Microphone input with gain control (+48V Phantom
power)
Direct Instrument input with gain control (Hi-Z)
OUTPUTS:
6 line level analogue outputs allow you to connect to various
external devices, for instance to a 5.1 DVD surround system.
The separate Mix and headphone outputs allow you to
monitor your audio easily. The U46MK2 offers all these
features in a durable metal casing that can travel with you
anywhere.
Technical specifications:
4 ins/ 6 outs multi purpose USB sound interface
2 Phono inputs 4 Line inputs
Microphone input with gain control (with +48V Phantom
Power)
Direct Instrument input with gain control (Hi-Z)
6 analog outputs and a separate Mix output
Headphone output with gain control
Full Duplex 4 inputs recording / 6 output playback
WDM, MME, ASIO
‘Ultimate Audio Tools Software’ bundle with a full
MixVibes 3DEX
Compatible with Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista and
Mac OS X

3DEX DJ Software

MixVibes 6 3DEX (“3 decks”) Edition is a professional
software. It allows you to mix live with your computer as a
real
DJ
can
do.
Some tools are available as effects, loops, cue, BPM counter,
waveform display, so you can create more and more
technical mixes. MixVibes 6 3DEX proposes the best sound
quality, using the same audio engine as in MixVibes’ DVS
technology.
MixVibes 3DEX features:
3 Virtual players
Master Tempo (+-100%!) / Pitch shifting (+- 24%!) / Speed
(+-100%)
Waveform display
Automatic Bpm Counting almost instantaneously
Beat matching with one click
Seamless Loops (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 et 32 beats)
Real time effects (flanger, equalizer...)
Cueing (up to 10 cues on-fly)
Equalizer 3 bands for each player
Every audio format supported (MP3, WMA, OGG, Audio
CD, ASF, WAV, MIDI, AU, AIF...)
Manage up to 4 stereo audio outputs
External controller (Hercules DJ Console, DM2 and all
MIDI Controller)
You can use a microphone

Further Information : www.mixvibes.com

The VCI-100 is a high end USB 2.0 MIDI-Controller with a full 90 MIDI parameter controls. It allows you to reproduce a
full analogue DJ booth experience and offers all the functionalities used by DJs around the world: Tempo, Volume
Control, a high end cross fader and more advanced MIDI customizable functions such as looping, sampler activation and
effect implementation.
The VCI-100 boasts the best of what is available in terms of digital jog wheel technology allowing DJs of all levels to
experience a wholesome beat matching and scratching feel. Enjoy total portability thanks with this USB powered
device. DJs can also choose to use a power supply to lighten the USB power load (9V=, 500mA).
A constantly updated and improved MIDI mapping allows you to enjoy the VCI-100 MixVibes edition to its full potential
in but a few minutes!
1. Automatic or manual loop implementation.
2. Pitch, Master Tempo or Key tuning +/- 100%
3. Real feel Jog Wheels for beat matching and scratching.
4. Play, CUE, Vinyl Effect, brake and auto loop.
5. High end Crossfader.
6. Selection between Jog, Reverse or Pitch Function.
7. Integrated 4-Pad Sampler with volume and effect level.
8. Monitor output level (headphones).
9. Frequency kills, VST Effect output level.
10. Gain output level.
11. Navigation in the MixVibes media base & Media Fast Load.
12. SYNC : BPM Synchronization

VIDEO CONTROL
MixVibes PRO advanced video functionalities allows you to enjoy all the PRO features exactly as with audio files:
Samples, Loops, Effects, Crossfader, Pitch Bend, etc…

FULL MIXVIBES
The VCI-100 MixVibes offers the full MixVibes PRO software with no restrictions. Easily switch to vinyl or CD DJing
thanks to the time-coded vinyl and HDCD compatibility.

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

MixVibes DVS Pro, based on the DVS technology (Digital Vinyl Software ), allows you to play your digital media files(mp3,
wave, aif, ogg vorbis, wma, Audio CD´s) from your PC with CD or Vinyl decks. Scratch, Mix, Beat match your audio and video
files with incredible precision and an exclusive range of creative tools !

VST Effects :
- adjustable effects
- 25 effects included
- Up to 6 effects at the
same time
- 3 shortcuts on the
player

VIDEO FEATURE
- Live Video mix
- High quality
- Blend 2 players
together
- Blending effects
- Many formats
compatible

Impressive 16-pattern sampler:
- Send from player or upload
new sample
- Play/repeat/mute samples
- Manage volume level and
frequencies for each
sample
- Plug it to the third output of
your U46MK2
A multitude of channels
- up to 16 players at the
same time
- 4 players to be controlled
by turntables / CD players
- Add further players during
your mix

DVS POWERED:
Scratch, Needle Drop, Master
Tempo, Waveform Display,
Auto BPM Counting,
Seamless Loops, Auto Beat
Matching, Vinyl Effects

2 vinyl Modes:
Absolute : Identical to normal
vinyl records,
Relative : The playback
doesn’t depend on the
position in the vinyl
Open to every midi controller
(DJ Consoles, Sampler pads,
…) and to any soundcard

Choose your mix mode:
Relative mode: Drop the needle anywhere it will start playing the digital from the current playback position in the
track. Avoids skipping issues.
Absolute mode: The playback depends on
the position in the vinyl. Identical to normal vinyl records.
In the box
The MixVibes DVS PRO Software
5 time coded Vinyls
2 time coded CD´s
A pack of connector Cables
Soundcard requirements:
2 Ins/2 outs with ASIO compatibility to enjoy a 2 decks real time feel set up. MixVibes U46MK2 recommended.
System requirements:
Windows NT 2000, XP or Vista
Pentium 4, 1 GHz, 512 MB RAM

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

The essential software to mix your digital files with Cd or vinyl decks in professional conditions). All you need is a PC and a
2in/2out sound interface (USB, FireWire, PCI compatible) to spin your digital music with your CD or vinyl decks! Thanks to
the timecoded CDs or Vinyls records feel the smooth real time reactivity of MixVibes DVS! The latency depends on your sound
interface but can go as low as 1 ms with top notch Firewire sound cards. Check out www.mixvibes.com for recommended
and pre tested sound interfaces.
Features
Compatible with all Soundcards (2 In und 2 Out for 2 decks control)
Scratch, Needle Drop, Master Tempo(+-100%)/ Pitch Shifting (+-24%)/ Speed (+-100%), Waveform Display, Auto BPM
Counting, Seamless Loops, Auto Beat Matching, Vinyl Effects
High-Quality Vinyl Sound
Low latency : as low as 1 ms (depending on the sound interface)
Real Vinyl Feel
Multiple audio formats supported: Wav, Mp3, Wma, Ogg Vorbis, Audio Cd ...
In the box
1x DVS 2.0 Software
2x Timecoded CDs
3x Timecoded Vinyl Records
1x Pack of Connector Cables
Choose your mix mode:
Relative mode: Drop the needle anywhere it will start playing the digital from the current playback position in the
track. Avoids skipping issues.
Absolute mode: The playback depends on the position in the vinyl. Identical to normal vinyl records.
Soundcard requirements:
2 Ins/2 outs with ASIO compatibility to enjoy a 2 decks real time feel set up. MixVibes U46MK2 recommended.
System requirements:
Windows NT 2000, XP or Vista
Pentium III 1 GHz, 512 MB RAM

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

VIDEO MIX & SCRATCH
VST ADJUSTABLE EFFECTS
16 PATTERN-SAMPLER

The PRO Upgrade is available for DVS users at a discount rate via the software menu. Based on the DVS technology (Digital
Vinyl System) MixVibes PRO ensures the best sound quality delivered at the lowest latency. It is the same software package
as DVS PRO without the control records and CDs (control devices can be purchased separately). Unleash your creativity and
enjoy the power of digital audio tools to create unique mixes. This is the ideal product for advanced DJs (or VJs) who use
MIDI controllers and/or deck control.

VST Effects :
- adjustable effects
- 25 effects included
- Up to 6 effects at the
same time
- 3 shortcuts on the
player

VIDEO FEATURE
- Live Video mix
- High quality
- Blend 2 players
together
- Blending effects
- Many formats
compatible

Impressive 16-pattern sampler:
- Send from player or upload
new sample
- Play/repeat/mute samples
- Manage volume level and
frequencies for each
sample
- Plug it to the third output of
your U46MK2
A multitude of channels
- up to 16 players at the
same time
- 4 players to be controlled
by turntables / CD players
- Add further players during
your mix

DVS POWERED:
Scratch, Needle Drop, Master
Tempo, Waveform Display,
Auto BPM Counting,
Seamless Loops, Auto Beat
Matching, Vinyl Effects

2 vinyl Modes:
Absolute : Identical to normal
vinyl records,
Relative : The playback
doesn’t depend on the
position in the vinyl
Open to every midi controller
(DJ Consoles, Sampler pads,
…) and to any soundcard

Soundcard requirements:
2 Ins/2 outs with ASIO compatibility to enjoy a 2 decks real time feel set up. MixVibes U46MK2 recommended.

System requirements:
Windows NT 2000, XP or Vista
Pentium III 1 GHz, 512 MB RAM

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

SPARE V2B VINYL
(x1)

The MixVibes Vinyl and our DVS (Digital Vinyl System) technology is the base of our knowledge and is a criterion that really
makes the difference between MixVibes and other solutions.

Features:
Ultra-accurate V2B time code
Best scratch precision in low as well as in quick speeds
One-Minute Splits
Endless loop on side A for tracks that are longer than 12 minutes
Track Browsing and selection on side B of the vinyl to browse through your media
New Master tempo compatibility
Available in black, translucent-orange, white and transparent
Weight: 124 g

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

CONTROL CD (x1)

MixVibes’ High Definition CD reacts just like a normal CD with a generic CD player.
It provides you with the best mix & scratch accuracy on the market as its time code was especially developed aside the one
of our digital vinyl for the best performances (definition of less than 3 ms).
Hot cues and very short loops are finally made possible and easy!

Features:
Two Tracks
First Track for mix (24 Minutes)
Second Track for Track Selection (4 Minutes)
Time Code especially developed for the HD-CD: best latency (5 x quicker than comparable solutions)
Highly precise Hot Cues just like with a real Audio-CD
Highly precise and instantaneous loops

Further information : www.mixvibes.com

